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December 3rd BINGO

December 10th BUNKO

December 17th BINGO

We will be closed 
for the holidays 

starting  DECEMBER 
23rd and we will 
return again on 
JANUARY 6th. 

We wish you a 
joyous 

Christmas 
season and a 

New Year filled 
with peace and 

happiness

Angela & Shelly

WEEKLY AGENDA

FREE COMPUTER AND 

TECHNOLOGY HELP               

Monday & Wednesday 

9am-2pm                             

Tuesday &Thursday 

Noon-2pm                                

PEPPI EXERCISE                    

Tuesdays at 9:15  am                    

CARDS AND GAMES                

Thursdays from 9-noon             

ZUMBA GOLD                      

Monday 6pm-7pm                    

FREE GENEALOGY HELP         

Wednesday 6pm-8pm

HOLIDAY CLOSING STRESS THIS TIME OF YEAR

BINGO AND BUNKO

No matter the age stress is a part of our 
daily lives. How we choose to manage it 
however can significantly impact our 
overall health and wellness. When left to 
build over time chronic stress causes a 
hormonal change in the body making us 
more susceptible to conditions such as 
anxiety, depression, type 2 diabetes, heart 
attack and stroke. The good news is that 
positive coping strategies such as regular 
exercise, a well-balanced diet, adequate 
sleep and a strong support system of 
linked  family and friends have all been 
better quality of life. In the fast directly to 
lower stress levels and a pace of life, it?s far 

too easy to get caught up in everything 
else going on that we simply forget about 
how we feel and our own well-being. This 
month slow down, take some time for 
yourself and make cutting down on your 
stress your #1 priority.



BINGO! TECH TIP

MONTHLY BIRTHDAY PARTY

What 's t he best  way t o charge your  

sm ar t phone?

1. Avoid draining your phone battery all the way to 
0% or charging it all the way to 100%. Ending a 
charge at 80 percent is better for the battery than 
topping all the way up to 100 percent.

2. Use fast charging technologies sparingly and 
never overnight.

3. Avoid extremes of heat and cold. If your phone 
gets very hot or cold it can strain the battery and 
shorten its lifespan. Leaving it in your car would 
probably be the worst culprit, if it?s hot and sunny 
outside or below freezing in winter.

 

DECEMBER 17t h @ 11:15

We will be having a POT LUCK LUNCHEON  
and CHRISTMAS gif t  exchange!  If you 

would like to participate you may bring a 
$10 gift that day. 

Bingo Has a Jackpot of Benefits 
Prized for its fun, ease and 
excitement, bingo is a go-to 
game. This amusement has 
several health benefits: It can 
enhance coordination ?  Bingo 
can be a fastpaced game, 
requiring players to search for  
a number, mark their card and 
keep up with the caller. This 
repetitive action exercises 
hand-eye coordination and 
quick reflexes. Keeping track of 
several cards at once 
intensifies the action. It 
engages the brain ?  Staying 
alert, listening for information, 
remembering it and identifying 
a match on a card are skills 
that engage cognitive functions 
and short-term memory. A 
study found that bingo players 
performed better on tests of 
mental speed and accuracy. It?s 
social ?  The setting provides 
opportunities to talk with 
others and meet new friends. 
Such social interactions have 
been shown to be essential in 
maintaining a happy, healthy 
life and increasing longevity. 
It?s fun! ?  It?s been said that 
laughter is the best medicine, 
and laughing is often part of 
the game?s fun and easygoing 
nature. There?s also the 
anticipation of hearing your 
winning number and the 
excitement of shouting out 
?Bingo!?
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